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a Child's Restaurant, you go into one thirty years ago, arid you would have found

on the menu it told how many calories, and it said, count your calories, and

get the right amount of fruit, the right amount of starch, the right amount of

these different things, and then you will have a proper diet, and during the last

twenty years they have discovered that there are vitamins and amino-acids which

nobody knew anything about 30 years ago, which are a hundred times more important

than whether you get the proteins or the carbohydrates. That has its importance,

but these things nobody even suspected the existence of, and they've been dis

covered since, and they are extremely important to us, and there may be other

things just as important, thoggh we haven't found them yet. To say that anything

that is in the human body has no use requires a knowledge far beyond ...7......

.....We are learning more all the timed, but there is an awful lot to go through.

Now it is very interesting if you take any text-book of bi&logy 30 years ggo,

you will read in it that the human embryo recapitulates all the stages of evolu

tion, and there is a proof of evolution. You take any book written by a first

class biologist today, and he will say there is nothing to that. It would be

better if the argument hadn't been made. There is a certain similarity in

certain stages to certain animals, but it is markedly different 8




We are finding new light all the time, but there is a tremendous lot whave to

find, but the theoretical thesis upon which theory developed from simple to

complex....8....it is a matter of theory. I mean it is a religion. If you want

to believe what the Bible says is true, God created the universe, and believe it,

you can't prove it, because none of us were there. That's God's word, and we

say it is right. Now if you want to believe that is the best way to explain it,

'i and that that's the way it is developed, by natural processes, why you can

believe it, but I mean, you can't prove it. Because nobody was there, and nobody

has ever seen evolution, and the capital arguments for it that were held before,

are now given up . .........question: AAM: Yes, that's a very very good

question. There is no reason in the world why the great God who created the uni

verse should not have chosen to bring everything into existence by evolution, if

he chose to do it, but the Bible which is His revelation, tells us that He created

things to bring forth after their kind, and therefore if you believe in a God who
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